
Get Perfect Support - Remain Active!

Invacare®   



Invacare 

The new Invacare  is the 
ideal active, rigid chair for day 
to day use. Designed to be 
perfectly adjusted to fit the 
body the  offers its users 
a wide range of various levels 
of support, enabling and even 
improving independence and 
mobility.

Features and options

Stability, Rigidity and Security for an Active Life

Made entirely from titanium the  gives its user 
stability and rigidity without compromising on weight. In 
combination with the wide range of options, features and 
configuration possibilities offered with the  the user 
will benefit from a chair which offers the maximum security 
and support needed when going about busy day to day life.

Top Configurability made Simple! 

The Invacare  has been designed with the individual in mind. 
Measured, constructed and fitted to suit the precise requirements 
of each user, the  is the ideal chair to help regain, retain and 
improve both mobility and independence. 
Complex chair-specific solutions and spare parts are a thing of the 
past with the new . Benefit from the extensive and readily 
available range of Invacare options which can be fitted to the  
without any hassle.

Proven Quality

We have made no 
compromises when it 
comes to the . 
Designed and built at the 
Rea factory in Sweden, 
users will benefit from 
the strong tradition of 
Invacare quality fused 
to create one ultimately 
unique chair: The 
Invacare .

Armrests 

Wide range of armrests for best 
support.

Anti tipper device

The Anti-tip device can easily be 
folded away by the foot. The device is 
also angled outwards, to give space 
for the feet for the attendant.

Standard wheel 

with optional Marathon 
Plus tyres.



Features and options

Swing Away 

for easy transfer and 
maneuverability as well 
as comfort.

Front Castor Attachments 

for stability and performance.

Titanium Foottube 

to improve comfort as well as 
lightness.

Frontwheels 

 75 x 24 hard (3”), 
 100 x 27 medium hard (4”) 
 125 x 27 medium hard (5”), 

 140 x 37 soft (5,5”) 
 150 x 27 medium hard (6”), 
 150 x 30 soft (6”), 

 150 x 32 pneumatic (6”), 
 180 x 40 pneumatic (7”), 
 180 x 40 soft (7”)

Tyres 

 solid,  pneumatic 
profiled or puncture 
proof,  pneumatic non 
marking,  low profile, 

 pneumatic profiled or 
puncture proof.
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Technical data

Frame colours

Invacare 
XLT Active
Invacare 
XLT Dynamic
Invacare 
XLT Swing

355 - 480 mm 

355 - 500 mm 

330 - 505 mm 

in increments  
of 15 mm

400 / 450 / 500 

400 / 450 / 500 

400 / 450 / 500 

on 40 mm adj.

0 - 14° 

0 - 14° 

0 - 14°

400 - 520 mm 

400 - 500 mm 

390 - 520 mm

± 10° 

± 10° 

± 10°

200 - 490 mm 

200 - 490 mm 

200 - 490 mm

380 - 505 mm 

355 - 485 mm 

280 - 510 mm

SW + 200 mm 

SW + 200 mm 

SW + 200 mm

830 - 1030 mm 

730 - 880 mm 

820 - 1230 mm

610 - 1050 mm 

610 - 1050 mm 

610 - 1050 mm

135 kg 

135 kg 

135 kg

6 kg 

6 kg 

6 kg

Invacare 
XLT Active
Invacare 
XLT Dynamic
Invacare 
XLT Swing

9.8 kg 

9.8 kg 

11.3 kg

Upholstery

For more comprehensive pre-sales information about this product, including the product’s user manual, please see your 
local Invacare website.

Crash-tested

ISO 7176-19

 
Seat width

 
Seat depth Seat angleSeat height Backrest angleBackrest height

Length of 
footrests

Total height
Driving unit 

width 
Total length inc. 

 Footrests Max. User weight
Mass of the  

heaviest partTotal weight

Blue Red Black Grey Blasted Titanium*
not for Swing 

Black Nylon

Scan here to access 
the website.

Please notice colors may vary slightly from those displayed above.

* Available as special orders

Orange* 

Black Jemima


